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PSYCHOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET # 1
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Objective III. Ir class, the ctudent 'ill select one of ti-
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it relatr$s to "Audition."
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The student will be able to avoid a naive attitude
re: arclin7 the conept of "illusion."

In class, the student will write an essay of 100-
'25 words givinse the ideational and realistic
aspects to the old phlloso7hical oo.r.stion:"If a
tree falls ir: the forest and there is no one there
to hear it, is there any soun(1?"

lase criterion 100 Cl ,3ss reachin7 standard 100--

The student will understand the concept of movement
as an organizing, problem-solving aspect of
perc3ption.

The student will write an assay of 100-200 words
describing the "phi phenomenon", given the "pair
of dots experiment". (see below)
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(nlective 7.

The stuent will -:)le to determine the
critic-J1 influence that social perception
ha on conformity.

The stuqent will write a 500-700 word essay,
out of clas, addra2sin.7 himself to the
question, "Vno am II" 3e certain to include
thy: role that social perce7)tion ?lays on
ir:entit7.

7m:e criterion 100' rochl):7, '-,;tr.3rd 10
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nit Goal I.

Objective I.
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ObjecAlve I.

Objective
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The stuClert will be able to differentiate azong
saveml themes of psychol7ical theory.

The student will tit a .r.lort st txlent, in el. is
resolvInz the p9.radoxos rent,:?d by the list of
oriloel dichotomies nresnted below.

empiricism
mechanism
periphraltsm
behaviorism
elementalis
stl-ulus-ronse

n,-,7r9-1T7e.-ir10.4.11111.

v +10 rativism

centralism
Gestaltiom
wbollsm
fleld t. eery

The student will learn what a -7raph or plot means

The student will, outside of class, construct a
rraph which will illustrate the absolute lirnan (AL)
or abGolute threhold for the normal hearing to
hard--of-hearing experiment

-.33,e criterion a..), Lilass reL*4chic47 standard 50

In class, the student will write a 20)-300 word
essay th:scAAn7 the relationship of the difference
threshold (L'14)( refJ_In':;; to a just noticeable
dIfference (J :D) ) as applied to the Weber-Fechner

2aue Criterion 75,

100

75

Class reachin criterion 75,

first luds.ed .:-!:reater

50 ,seond lucl 3d greater

rep; ion of uncertainty
0 difference between standar and comparison stimul
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Unit 'oat II. The studert 111 be able to lIrder:-:tand and apply
the tools of stetitAloal analysis

0blective I In clrIss, the student 7i,' .l1 in hether the
(liffryre:nce in t'- e. rriven 7rade points between male
and fenale students in psycholocry I. is due to
chance variation or to s(rre "real" factor. 77Audent
must inclule a ore or two-tailed test and a
st'Indard error of the differencd.
'Ise criterion 90 Class reachin standard 75.7

0"1 ective CI.

Objective III.

Oblective IV.

717,1."T"VV. L I

In r?lass, the student will compute a Chl-e7uare
from the data -iven in order to exl)res a "31-
ve,riate distri'lution as showine the relation, if
any )etween two variables.

3ase criterion "`- reachin7 standard 75"",

?rovided the experimental data from the "Cartoon-
ta(3t-for-?rejudice" the stu(lont will select the
most appropriate measure of bivariate variation,
plot the a'ata ana indicate in :cord s or less the
thee of valilation. (overni ht assI7nment)

-3ase criterion 75', 7,1aes reaeolne. standard 100!0

The student will sucessfully answer. 15 of 20 test
items (rultiple-chice) on the meanin?; of the
coefficient of correlntter.
?ase criterion Clase, re,!,chine7 10070

Unit loll I. The etudert * ";ill understand that learnire: is
primarily a problem In reoranization, streesinrr,
the essential sinAlarit7 of 1earnin7 to perception

Objective I.

Objective 71.

In class, the student will write a 10:)-300 word
assay or Pavlov's theory of condltoned response;
essay to include ex'elanation of both the law of
reinforceent and law of extiction.

3ase criterion. 100 Claes, reaChin7 standard 1001:

In class, the student will list and 'define at
least three mr-tlor concepts associated with each
of the learnin theorists: Thorndie, Hull, Tolman,
'Guthrie nrd ?..stes with. 100 of accuracy.
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v,Y):::CtiVe III.
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Unit Goal .1.

Olective I.

Objective II

Oblective III.

In pla the !tudent. vL4'1.te an ,f-Jay QL 50-
150 'ords decfl)i the contriution of Pavlov,

:;utherland to the and of the
relationship between learning?; and neurotic behavior.

lase crit9rion 100 Class rea&inl. standard 75

The studant will understnd the con,cept of frustra-
tion as tied to a yen al )eha-vior theory.

In ,o1a7,s, the student lt;rite a 250-40 word
indictin7 how the Yale -7Troup (7)ollard,

Doob, A.iler, et al.) too',,z the conoe7A of frustratioi
away fro:c 3.oenzwi7Is "artistte notion
and tl.(1. It to a more r73nJral );,;'havior theory,Viz.,
7ullia_ learnin7 thoory.

lase criterion 3._ 1- F7 stand-!ri 75

The student, in clas, will write a 10)-259 word
essay describir4; Brown-Farber's hi, her-order hY2O-
thetic'.11 construct t(pnry of frutrat_on.

3ase criterion 170 Class reachin standard J01

The student will, outside o: class, construct a
paradi7m showin7 Festiner's theoretical relation-
shi be co7nitive Clisoorance frustration.

3aza criterion 100 -o reac:An y standard 100

kd 3 1. AJI
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Unit 3oal I

Ob'eotive I..

Unit 3o2l II.

IEY

T'ae 2tudent vill have a P;oneral undertandin of
the rnet:lod and th3ory rolted to Pevelo.pmental
(child) 2s:,cholory

Outsio of lasc, the tudent 11 'write an essay
deccrlin7 the wor",cs of *Icaat and reel c in support
of the two malor principles of developmental psy-
chology: (1) "111 development Proceeds in an
orderly sequence," and (2) development is not always
smooth but often occurs in spurts_and stap,!es."

3ase criterion 10(Y! Class reachin7 standard 1001

The student will be able to apply the appropriate
methodolo7y of "octal Psychology to the problem of
"racE: and ethnic relations InAmerica."
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7.:bjective I.

Objective II.

Unit foal III.

Objective I.

Objective II.

Unit Goal IV.,

Objective I.

Oblective II.

continued

In class, the studeLt ilk. Iriente the ganaral
c'caracteistics of the zzilluLLall person ao pres7;nte,

in t'e 7rTnkel-7runsvi'. t 1 r '17 selectin.-3 11=
"i:1;7h prelv,dice" fivst 1.7iprelon;, (from the 11st

providod) of ret,,00nces found o': the anti-Semitism
scale of the Thematic Yiperception Test (TAT).

?Jame criterion 100;`!, Class reaching standard 80

?rovided a case study of episodic responses to the

TAT, Ir class, the student will write a 200-300 word

essay 1;:lich will illustrate the three major
projective firdirFs as;,:ociated vith prejudice.

3ase criterion 101 °lass reachiL7 stndari 1 07!

The &tudent vill underotard the basic ,jeterminants

of 1:,telli9.ence and its relationship to nchIcational

psycholo7y

The st1) 0ert will write ar essay of 300-500 words,
outol3e of class, tract thz' de7alopment of 3inet'S

theory to its cullxination in the Yonteocori and
7iummerhill educatiolyal pro7rams.

77,ae criterion 100' reach1 n7, standard I 0'

The student will writ o anesr,;ay, in class, Illus-
tratin7 the evidence concernin "hereilty as a
dJtorA.nant of intelli74Jnce." In 200-5;; ;cords, he

0.11 show how the above "fixed h7pot;:lesis" relate,
to l':,teratid schoolir- isu:%s in Tirority areas of

Los Anle:

3ase criterion 100.1: Olass reaching standard 100,E

The student will have TAI, undertandin7 of the focus
and tools of Clinical Psychology

Given the behavioral format for culturally defined
''need- states" as they relate to mental health, In
class the sttOan 1/1.11 write an essa- of 250-500
wares doscribin7 at least five factors of "dis-
tortion" leading to physiolorrical dis-equilibrium.

lase criterion 100 Olas reaching standard 100

Outside of class, Doing the case histories provided,
tie student will write a 500-800 word prognosis for
three of the five c1,9es, utilizing six of the nine
tenets for clinical evaluation.

ase criterion 100' Class reac .in; Qtandard 1007'



PSYCHOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET # 2



UNIT' I - 6TUIria hImSULF

In order to understand and appreciate what the study

of psychology is certain basic concepts must be considered. As

in arty fad of study, the question what is it? hod did it get

here? What's the background's now is it approached? etc. must

be answered.

General Objective:

The student will understand the relationship between
and

psychology pp the othe sciences and its historical background.

6pecific objectives:

1) The student will diagram the concept of "levels of

integration" from physics to sociology and give at least

one example of how the "change" at one "level" affects the

next "level". (7bA)



re.ot ,

2) The studentA will match a list of 12 famous

psychologists with a list of specific contributions made

in the field. (70A)

etc.)

(e.g. Fechner, Pavlov, Wertheimer,

3) From a given description of _approximately 25

words, the student will identify the particular method

of study being employed. i ,e.g. field-study, experimental,

survey, etc.) (700)

4) In outline form, the student will list the usual

steps taken in the "scientific approacii". (75A)

General Objective;

The student will understand the environmental and

heriditary factors and interactions in the functioning of the

human organism.

Specific Objectives:

1) The-student will list kiriksonls eight stages

of psychosocial development in chronological order and

identify the age group associated with each. (doh)

2) Given descriptions (paragraph* of "abnormal"

maturation development, the student will select the en-

docrine glanu and hormone,probably causing the condition.

3) Given the major blood stype (A,B,AS,O) of a mother

and child, the student will determine the possible blood typ
of the father. Student will make a diagram of problem. (65A)
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4) Given a case history of 7544150 words, the student will

outline in writing those factors Which are indicative of herddity

or environmental influences. (70ia)

5) Outside of class, the student will devise in 500 words

or less, a psycho-development theory of his own utilizing class-

room concepts and his own frame-of-reference. (50'h)

6) iorom a given description of a type of behavior, the

student will select eit4Yreudian or iAliksoals theory' as more

effective in intepreting the behavior. (656)



Ulu 1`T 2 luOidleiGATivisi UY Thk OAGAAISM

Learning is popularly thought of as synonymous with

improvement. While no one would deny tnis, it can also bring

about undesirable enanges too. 'line popular definition of learn-

ing must therefore include the acquisition of all new response

patterns, desirable and undesirable. Learning is defined as a

process which results in a change in perceiving or responding

after some environmental mntact. This unit is concerned with

various learning theories, generally accepted influences on

learning and special problems related to learning.

Gal eral Objective:

5:ne student will be able to identify ways of studying and

measuring learning and understand the capacities of learning.

Specifici Objectives:

1) The student will define in 15 words or less the

terms associated with the study of learning (unconditioned

stimulus, conditioning, 6-U-ri, imprinting .....etc.) 70*

2) The student will distinguish between sensory dis-

crimination learning, motor skill learning and verbal (symbolic)

learning. 75A

3)Given 3-5 graphs with representative learning

curves, the student will identify the type of curve and in 15

words less, translate its meaning. (e.g. s-shape curve) 70*
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4) the student will match a 6iven list of learning;

techniques and/or influences with a list of short descriptions

of what these techniques or influences are. 475%

A4) Given an apt)roximate 2b words description of a

learning; problem, the student will select the most effedtive

techniques to use in cotAn6 with the situation. (6.6. rewards,

Goal-directin, etc.) (1151p)



UNIT 3 ALJU6TrAlahhT AiuL AALALJWAbLediT

Adjustment is a constant process of attempting to meet

both our inner needs and the demands placed on us by our physical

and social environment. These "forces" act upon us, giving vent

to "motivation". What is motivation? how does it effect us? In

this process of adjusting, a certain amount of frustration is

inevitable. how g person deals with frustration is a measure of

his mental health. To what degree of not adjusting (maladjustmemt)

is a person mentally ill? What then can be done?

General Objective ;

The studeb will be able to identify the various drives

and effects of motivation.

6pecific Objectives:

1) The student will list and define in 15 words or

less, the biological drives in its generally accepted order

of importance to the organism. bO7.

2) Given a list of 15 psycho-socio needs, the

student will match a list of definitions or descriptions.

(e.g. ego-integrative, affiliation, autonomy, etc.) 70*

3) Outside of class, the student will write a 50-

75 word illustration of how homeostasis recently worked in

himself - either on a biological or psychological level. 90%

General Objective ;

The student will understand the physical reposnes in emotkon

and the concept of the general-adoption syndrome. he will also

know the basic emotional developmental concepts,
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Specific Objectives:

1) The student will outline and define in 20

words or less, 6 to 8 types of physical responses to

emotion 0 6. facial, glandular, neural ) 907

2) Outside of claJs, the student will write in

100 words or less, the meaning of the James-Lange theory

or the general-adaptation-syndrome of sans Selye. 95%

06 Tne studedwill dinstinguish between "inboive,

conditioned and learned emotion by givinl at katit

2 examples of each. 70/0

4) Given a hypothetical situation, the student

will write in 75 words or less the degree of accuracy

expected in using the polygraph (lie-detector test). 804g,

General Objective:

The studebb will know the mador approaches to psydao-

therapy and the physical methods somames employed.

Specific Objectives:

1) The student will outline the usual educational

background of people doing various "types of psycho-

therapy. (e.g. psychologists, psychiatbtst, counselor,

psychoanalyst,.....) 70/0

2) Given a 2b-b0 word description of a therapeutic

situation, the student will select the method being used.

(e.g. non-directive, chemotherapy,lobotomy,.....) 70%

3) The studoa will differentiate and distinguish

between two given tapes of therapy and indicate when each

is used and under what circumstances. 65/0



UiiiT 4 KAUW1NG OUst WUtila

The previous units in tai3 course have shown us the

interaction of various processes in such abbitrarily chos/en unless

as development,*learnin6, emotion and motivation. We "absorb"

these factors through our sense or6ans and they are organized

in each individual according to nis own "frame-of-reference".

now does information get through our sense or ansY Why do we

"perceive" what we doV What is the complicated process of think-

ingY !Co further the studi of the human organism, these processes

must be considered.

General Objective:

The student will know the sense organs and their basic

anatomy and/or function./

6peciltic ubjec4ve:

1) Giyin an unlabeled diagram of the human eye and

/

//

//



ear, tne student will fill in the specified anatomical parts.
75A

2) The student will define in 20 words or less, the terms

associated with vision si hearing (e.6. dark adai,tions barkinge

errect diplopia, frequency, timbre......) 70

3) Outside of class, the student will write in 100

words or 1653, a paper on any one or the following:

k) The theory behind the color-blindness test.

b) the difrerence between paint colors and light

colors.

c) Vuhy are we deaf' to the "dog" whistle i 10010

4) The student will list and identir-d the remaining seven

senses. 90A

General Objective;

The student will understand the principles of attention

and perception and the relationship between the two.

5peciric Uojeetive:

1) Given a list or descriptions or illustrations, the

student will match them with a list or appropriate atten-

tion ractors. (e.6. postural, prepotency, sueLestion...)70A

2) The student will illustrate or define in 20 words

or less, rectors 'mat influence what we perceive (e.g.

closure, figure- ground, social suggestion, rram e-or-

rererence ) 700

3) The student will write in class, a 50 words or less

report on his experience with the autokinetic effect. (If

classroom facilities allow for equipment to be set-up) .1000

4) Outside of class, the student will write three con-



UA1T 5 kliaSUAALITI - AbiLlTiL6 AAA 140TIVATIUNAL kACTOAS

Any definition of personality includes all traits and
characteristics andthe dynamics witnin the individual. it is the
totality or the entire action and interaction of these factors thst
make up personality. kor purposes of study, psychologists, as
other scientists, try to isolate or consentrate on each factor sep-
arately . 6uch things as ability, intelligence and motivational
factors will be considered in this unit. present approachea to
measuring these will be presented by giving the student an opportua-
ity to take some of the available "tests" himself in a classromm
setting.

General Objective;

The student will understand the terminology anOMetnods commonly
used in measuring devices.

Specific Objective;

ji) The student will define in 20 words or less, the
terms used in measuring devices (e.g. mean, mode, variability,
correlation, validity. 75.0

2) Given an m.A. (mental age) and a C.A. (cnronologicial
age) , the student will determine the Icy and indicate degree
of defectivenesb or gifted. bWo

) The student will differentiate between the
cross-sectional and longitudinal approach and indicate the
drawbacks of each. 707 "41



clusions to a class experimadot on the direction or

sound as perceived by a volunteer student or students. 80%

General Objective:

The student will know the Airrerent appcoaches to explain

thinking.

apeciric Objective:

1 ) Given a description or a "thinking" process,

tne student will select the type of tninking involved. (e.g.

autistic, deduAive, ihsightrul 75A

2) Tile student will outline and illustrate, the 8

raliacies or thinking as discussed in class. 70%

3) The student will diagram and explain in 50 words

or less, the science of Uybernetics or the information

Theory or communication. 70A



)General Ob;ieetive:

The studeth will know theories

personality.

and approached to the study of

'opecific ubjectfve:

((X 1) 1,rom a given 25 word description of a type of study, the

student will select the method bein6 employed. e.o. phrenology,

astrolo6y, somatotypes ) 7U/0

2) The student will identity velf-inventory tests from

projection tests from a 6iven list of currently used test. o(40

3) Tlie student will attempt a 'ough" evaluation his own

tests results on tests administered in class. (e.. Kuder-krefer-

ence, tron Interest ) 90i4

4) The student will alvtch the appropriate test with a

t,,iven description of the test. (e.6. Aorschach, TAT 7570



oillT 6 Gaulik kilOur,J6L6

wan does not live in a vacuum. We have seen some of

the internal influences on his behavior and now we will see some

other forces actinL upon nom to cause him to respond as he does. We

live in a complex society where we are constantly bombaraed with

6roup pressures, ideas, community mores, laws, mass communication,

ete. in order to understand, what influences we are subjected to

and how to interpret propa,and and other persuasive techniques, we

must study roue dynamics and ttie techniques presently being used.

At least, armed with the "whys" and'hows" we can accept or reject

these forces with a critical eye.

General Objective:

The student will understand the various influences the

group has on the individual, effective group proedsses and effective

leadership.

specific Objective:

1) The student will select the most ef'f'ective Commun-

ication Pattern (circle, chainsforli ) for a given

problem solving situation. 65 i4

2) The student will list and define in 20 words or less,

the ei,int principles of group dynamics. 75'/0

3) In essay form of 100 -160 words, the student will be

asked to chose an effective leader type for a given hypotheti-

cal croup. he will indicate the characteristics of a good

leader and the functions he will perform for the group in

question.



General Objective:

The student will understand the psychological effectives

of advertising ana propaganda.

specific Objective, ;

1) Given a description or advertising slogan

the student will select the technique being used (e.g. in-

stitutional, motivational, ego - involvement .....) 70/0

2) Given a product or merchandise to be advertised,

the student will write in 100 words or less, the method of

research he would use for the particular product and the

type of advertising; he would use. Wie

3) The student will outline and illustrate the

persuasive devices of propaganda. (e.g. band wagon, card

stacking, ) 7U/0

General Objective: v

The student will know the various factors leading to com-

patibility in marriage, causing illegal behavior and prejudice.

Specific Objectives:

1) Given a description of a divorce case, the student

will analyze tiv:. facts given and sugt.,est where the marriage

went the rocks ". (7b words or less) 80%

.-) Given a description a -couple "going steady", the

student will predict the possible compatibility in marriage
and (7b words or less) 80')i)

3) The student will outline anu describe the in-

fluences in onels life leaning to delinquent behavior. (e.g.
peer parental, environment,

7010



4) Given a present day prejudice problem (possibly

recent newspaper accounts) the student will select the

most effective means of immediate and non -threatening

action to be taken. (education, intercyoup contacts or

le6a1 action'). 760

General Ubjective:V Q_ ,

studett will know the underlyin6 factors in findine;

and keepin6 a job.

specific Objcetive;

1) Uutside of class, the student will write a 150-200

word paper on a vocation of his choice. he will include

the demand, expected salary anu requirements for the

particular job, he will indicate the methods used in find-

in6 Uhe job and type of dress, attitude and 'personality'

the employer is most likely to ap,reciate. 100A



PSYCHOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET # 3



Objectives of Each Unit:...
I. Unit One: The Nature of Psychology as a Discipline

A. Major Concepts: the definition of psychology-

the methods of psychological science

the role of theory in psychology

measurement in psychology

B. Specific objectives
1. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding and

application by answering correctly multiple-choice questions on

the following terms'

stimulus response

organism behavior

comparative psych conscious processes

unconscious processes developmental vs interactive explanations

explicit vs implicit movements

correlation concomitant variation

soatter diagrams

2. Given brief experimental designs

tally, the student will rote the

bles and whether the correlation

07%)

with the results listed graphi.

independent and dependent varia-

is negative, positive, or negligible.

(9074)

3. Given a specific hypothesis, the student will note which of the five

methods of investigation would be the most appropriate. (70%)

4. Given specific broad assumptions in psychology, the student will

relate it to one of the main theories of psychology. These theories

are behavorism, S-R, GPstalt, Cognitive, and Psychoanalysis.
(70%)

5. In seminar discussion, the student will express his biases for

certain areas and approaches in psychology. Justifications

must be given.

II. Unit Two: Growth and Development

A. Major Concepts: the developmental viewtioint

stages in development
personality development in early childhood

bodily changes during adolescence

the role of the adolescent

(80%)

B. Specific objectives:

1. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding, analysis,

and application by answering correctly multiple-choice questions

on the following terms:



(the terms related to infancy and childhood):

critical periods critical stages

maturation an organizer
readiness to learn imprinting
environmental enrich- premature training

went conservation
psychosexual stages psychosocial stages

socialization social attachments
love-oriented disci- sex-role identification

pline personal identification

sibling rivalry consistency of personality

functionally autonomous (7%)

2. The student will note, given specific mal-adaptive behavior
patterns, the incompleted stage to which, the behavior belongs.

Sullivan's and Freud's scheme should be used. (70%)

3. In 75 - 125 words, the student will review two experiments re-

lated to critical periods. The relation must be shown. (75%)

Given Hilgard's five generalizations about maturation and learn-

ing in infancy and childhood, the student will note which one ac-

cords with given experimental findings. (70%)

5. In seminar, the student will point out similarities between his

own behavior traits and those of his family members. Confidential

reports may be filed in lieu of oral reports. Sex-role linked

traits should be included. (80%)

6. Given specific behavior traits of the age range 6-10, the S

will note whether or not they are fairly consistent throughout

adulthood. (80)

7. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding, analysis,

and application by answering correctly multiple-choice questions

on the following terms related to adolescence and adulthood:

puberty primary sex characteristics

growth spurt secondary sex characteristics

early and late maturer adolescent awkwardness

size-age confusion sex fautasies

taboos pre- and post-menarcheal

permissive restrictive
initiation rites parent problem

adolescent subculture social conformity

social delinquency individual delinquency

ideals and values maeculine and feminine roles
activity vs disengagement for the aged (75%)

8. In 75 - 150 words, the student will cite three non-literate cul-

tures that have different sexual roles than ours and then explain

these roles. He will interpret the facts. (70%)



,

9. Given specific behaviors, the student will note whether they are
culturally associated with men, women, or both and whether they
are culturally or biologically determined (primarilly). (75%)

10. In seminar discussions, the student will discuss the constituents
of a happy marriage. Practicality should be the main considera-
tion. (75%)

11. Given graphF:; without labels, the student will determine which set
of variables is appropriate to the relations depicted. The sets
will relate to: maximum growth rates; uneven growth rates of
different body tissues; adolescent difficulties with the family;
productivity curves of athletic champions and of superior scientists.

(70%)

III. Unit Three: Motivated and Emotional Behavior,/

g. Major concepts: physiological needs as determiners of behavior
basic motives with unspecified physiological correlates
appetites and aversions: alternatives to need, drive,

and incentive
derived motives
problems posed for a theory of human motivation
behavior theory and behavior systems
uncnscious motives
cognitive theory of motivation
self-reference
affective states
emotions and motivated behavj.o4
emotional states as adaptive and disruptive

B. Spedific objectives:

1. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding, analy-
sis, and application by answering correctly multiple-choice items
on the following terms:

motives
directional aspects
local vs central deteri-
ners

preparatory activities
consummatory behavior
specific hungers
aversions
acquired incentives

activating and energizing aspects
needs, drives
estrus cycle
instincts
positive and negative incentives
drive-incentive relations
appetites
acquired drives
transformed motives (75%)

2. Given specific experiments that measure drives, the student
will label the methodology used. (75%)



3. Given the specific states of 3 out of 4 needs (hunger, thirst, sex,

and pain), the student will predict the state or level of the

fourth need. (75%)

Given specific behaviors (or occurances), the student will note at

which stage of the Need-Drive-Incentive formulation the behavior is

most likely to be at. (70%)

In seminar discussion, the student will discuss activities in his

own life that demonstrate "basic motives with unspecified physio-

logical correlates". Insight and originality will be rewarded.
(70%)

6. The student will demonstrete the skills of understanding, analy-

sis, and application by answering correctly multiple-choice questions

on the following terms related to human motivation:

motivational disposition
achievement motivation
viscerogenic needs
behavior theory
cognitive theory
dependency motive
sadism
dreams
purposeful behavior
strong-willed person
profit motive
self-consistency
self-actualization
deficiency motivation
peak experiences

motivational arousal
affiliation motive
psychogenic needs
theory of unconscious motivation
behavior system
ageression
masochism
symbolic expression
stop-plans
levels of aspiration
hierarchy of motives
cognitive dissonance
competency motivation
"being" motives
existentialism a la Tillich)

(75%)

7. Given specific behaviors, the student will note from which motiva-

tions they probably arise. Various systems of motivation will

be given: Maslow's, Murray's, behavior theory's, and cognitive

theory's. (70%)

The student will note the relationships between these variables:

achievement motivation -- a challenging sitoation;
dependency motivation -- affiliation with organizations;
childhood frustration -- later dependency behavior;
punitive punishment b;:, parent -- aggro sine doll play;

childhood activity -- aggressive acts;
arousal of sexual motivation with and without classroom

restraint -- symbolic expreesion of sex;
level of aspiration -- difficulty of task;
deficiency motives -- being motives (65)

9. Outside of class, the student will write an essay (200-300 words)

selecting one of the three theories of human motivation and de-

fending it. Distinctions should be made between what best des-
cribes behavior and what helps people improve their behavior.

(WA/



lo. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding, analy-
sis, and application by answering correctly multiple-choice
questions on the following terms related to emotion:

affective tone
emotioa
preferences
attitudes
hedonism
emotion as incentive
anxiety,

jealousy
temperament
psychosomatic disorders

feelings
physiological differentiation of

emotions
prejudices
emotion as drive
emotion as accompaniment to motivated

actions
anger
mood
emotional suppression (75%)

11. Given specific emotions, the student will classify them as

(80)pleaGant or unpleasant, mild or intense.

12. The S will list 7/10 physiological indicators of emotional re-
sponse. (70%)

13. In seminar discussion, the S will discuss his preferences, atti-
tudes, and prejudices. He will note both their cause and their
rational support. (75%)

14. Given specific emotions in specific contexts, the student will
indicate whether they are serving as drives, incentives, or accompa-
niments; where appropriate, he will note whether ithey are
adaptive or mal-adaptive. (75%)

15. In seminar discussion, the student will take a position on the
overt expression of emotions and then he will defend it, using
both a rationale and several concrete examples. (70)

IV. Unit four: Learning and Thinking

A. Major concepts: classical conditioning
operant conditioning
principle of reinforcement
econonly in acquiring skill and in rote memorization
transfer of training
teaching machines and programed instruction
motivational control of learning
anxiety and learning
nature of thinking
symbols and concepts
language and thought
problem-solving
creativity



Specific objectives

1. The student will demonstrate the skills of understanding, analy-

sis, and application by answering correctly multiple-choice
questions on the following terms related to the nature of learning:

learning associative learning

classical conditioning operant conditioning
unconditional stirm'lus unconditional response

conditioned stimulus conditioned response

reinforcement stimulus substitution

extinction spontaneous recovery

trials simultaneous conditioning

delayed conditioning trace conditioning

asymptote amplitutde

latency acquisition rate

generalization gradient

semantic conditioninr discrimination

operant behavior respondent behavior

operant strength partial reinforcement

secondary reinforcement token learning

shaping behavior avoidance conditioning
escape conditioning (75%)

2. Given specific learning experiments, the student will label the

variables as US, UR, CS, or US, operant behavior, responclant be-

havior, reinforcer (positive, negative, or secondary). (70%)

3. Given mal-adaptive behavior, the student will (in an essay of 200-

300 words) construct a therapeutic classical learning situation

and a therapeu tic operant learning situation. All appropriate

variables must be labeled, including the specific kind of rein-

forcement. (70)

4. In seminar discussion, the student will discuss instances of
generalizations and discriminations that occured in nis every-

day life. Roth common-place and dramatic illustrations should

be made. (80%)

5. The student will show understanding, analysis, and application skills

by answering correctly multiple-choice questions on the following

terms related to the management of learning:

rote memorization massed vs distributed practice

recovery-from-work theory differential forgetting

consolidation theory whole-and-part method

serial position effect transfer of training

doctrine of formal disci- mediated transfer

pline learning to learn

learning set teaching machine and programs

logical ve psychological organization of information
intrinsic vs extrinsic rewards
punishment anxious learning (75%)



The student will put into practice the effective learning,

(studying, digesting, etc.) skills discussed in class. (This will

be deteinined by anitImous questionaires submitted at the end of

the semester).
(60 %)

Given, specific situations, the student will note the generally

more effective method of learning within each of these sets:

a) massed vs distributed practice; b) whole vs part;

c) same stimulus, different response vs different stimulus,

same resp :nse; d) knowledge vs no knowlei1ge of results;

e) transfer through principles vs through specific responses.
(80)

B. In seminar discussion, the student will discuss specific learning

sets that he adopts, along with suggestions for improvement.
(c35%)

9. Given specific goals in shaping behavior, the student will decide

whether intrinsic, extrinsic, or both forms of reward are best.

(75S)

10. Given: a) specific people with, specific levels of anxiety;

b) as confronted with specific task situations, the student

will c) decide whether successful performance of the task should

be helped or hindered. (7%)

11. The student will display skills of understanding, analysis, laid

application by answering multiple-choice questions correctly on

the following terms related to thinking, language, and problem-

solving:

symbols
directed thining
denotative meaning
semantic differential

dimensions (3)
linguistic relativity hy-

pothesis
brainstorming

referents
associative thinking
connetative meaning
abstractions vs things
generative theory for language

habitual set
functional fixedness
scientific discovery semi:ace.

(75%)

12. Given a list of concepts, the student will rank them according to

(80%)their level of concreteness.

13. In an essay of 75 - 125 words, the student will review two

learning theories that explain the sequisition of language.

(80%)

14. Given specific conditions of group compositions andof the

nature of a task, the student will decide whether the task-

problem is Meat solved by the whole group or by the group's

top man. OOP



15. Given specific personality characteristics, the student will
note whither they belong to a creative adult, a child, a brain-
damaged adult, or to Mr. Average Man, (75%)

V. Unit Five: Individuality and. Personality

A. Majo:c concepts: averages and mea2ures of variation
statistical inference
testing aptitudes and achievements
tots of general intelligence
adult intelligence
extremes of intelligence
stability of intellience
present status of ability tests
principles of genetics
heredity in animal behavior
heredity in huinn intelligence and mental illness
interaction of heredity and environment
personality structure as a unique attainment
type theories
trait theories
developmental theories
dynamic theories
personality integration, concept of the self

Specific objectives:

1. The 6tudent will cemonstrate...terms related to statistical methods
and measurement:

class interval
mode
normal curve
random distribution
chance distribution

mean
median
skwed distribution
statistical inference from a

sampling population

(75%)

2. Given two small sets of scores on a school exam fictitious), the
student will calculte the mean and median along with the range.

(75%)

S. Given a set of figures for a group, the student will: make a
frequency distribution with a set amount of categories; construct
a frequency polygon; interpret the results. (75%)

4. The student will demonstrate the skills of ...on the following
terms related to ability teciting and measurement:

aptitude tests
general intelligence
I.Q.

intelligence
mentally retarded
stability of intelligence
environmental stimulation

achievement tests
mental age
item selection
mentally defective
mentally gifted
selective migration

(7%)



5. Given specific Lg. scores, the student will label them and predict

success in given occupatiose. (75%)

6. In seminar discussion, the student will discuss the intellectual

level of the culturally deprived, the significance of it, and

possible solutions to the deprivation. (7%)

7. Outside of class the student will write an essay (100-200 words)

defending or criticizing the use of aptitude tests. The position

should be stated clearly, with only a few reasons given and developed.
(80A).

fL

8. The student will demonstrate the skills of ... on the following

terms related to behavior genetics:

phenotypes
gfJchromosomes

dominance vs recessive- sex-linked

ness mongolism

DNA bright and dull strains of rats

blood vs foster parents identical vs fraternal twins

potential for development interaction of heredity and environment

(759

9. Outside of class the student will write an essay (100-150 words)

reviewing one of the "heredity in animal behavior" experiments

and then stating its implications for, human behavior. (800

10. Given specific relationships between children and their guardians,

the student will rank the llkely correlations of I.Q. within each

pair. (75%)

11. In seminar discussion, the student will discuss the significance of

IL44 studies that compare Negro (or other minority group) with

Caucasian scores. The discussion should include the Kent

county project results, difficulties in conducting such tests, and

the difficulties of solid conclusions. (74

12. The student will demonstrate the skills of 6.. on the following

terms related to theories of personality:

personality
cocoon exrerdenees
identity formation
typo theories
physiological type

theories
trait theory
cardinal, central, and
secondary dispositions
psychoanalytic theory
compulsive personality
learning theories
dynamic theories
conflicts
dissociation

personality structure
individual resctions, experiences
roil diffusion
Sheidon's theory
extroverts
introverts
Aliport's theory of dispositions
Allport's theory (scale) of values
developmental personality theories
fixation
authoritarian personality
role theories
id, ego, superego
personality integration
self-perception



13. The student will briefly explain "identity formation" and then

relate it to either his own life or that of an acqUantance.

Thic is an r,ssay of from 200-300 words and is to be written

outsifle of class. (75%)

14. (liver specific behaviors (o.g., com Illsive movements), the S

will note whether they can most appropriately be interpreted by

psyehosxnal fixation, learned habits or conflicts, or by

role 1)ebfwiors or conflicts. (70%)

35. Tn seminar discussion, the S will discuss the pros and cons of

these personRlity theories: Williams' physiological, Jung's

dichotomy, Allport's dispositions and values, Freud's psycho-

analysio, Pollard and Miller's approach-avoidance conflicts, and

Newcomb's role theory. Pros and cons must be developed; a clear

summary of the theory must be made; limitations mush be laid out.

70%)

VI. Unit Six: Conflict and Adjustment

A. Major concepts: conflict
frustration
immediate consequences of frustrotion

defense mechanisms
defense mechanisms and adjustment

the psychotherapies

B. Specific objectives:

1. The student will demonstrate ..

adjustment:

conflict (Dollard, Miller)

Eradients
block sy

aggression
apathy
sterotypy
defense mechanisms
denial
rationali2ation
reaction-formation
compulsion
repression
sublimation
neurotic
continuum
psychoanalysis
resistances
transference
client-centered therapy
counter-conditioning
behavior therapy

terms related to conflict and

ambivalent
frustration
symptoms
displaced aggression
fartasy
regression
self-deception
amnesia
projection
disvociation
excessive theorizing
substitution
overcompensation
psychotic
psychotherapy
free association
interpretation
working through
unconditional acceptance
anxiety hierarchy
extinguish habits (75%)



2. Given. specific conflicts, the S will note which, type they re-

present, a ra, Dollard and Miller. Also, he will deOide which

is the hest way to solve the problem (given alternative ways).
(7T/0

3. Given specific defensive reactions, the student will categorize

its mechanism and point out its healthy counter-part. (75%)

4. In seminar discussion, the stulent will discuss ways to solve life

problems. Specific examples need to he given (75%)

5. Outside of class, the student will (in an essay of 200-300 words)

compare and contrast the therapies of. Freud, Rogers, and Wolpe.
(800)


